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Challenge
Return-to-work breach

Solution
Creative claims 
managment review

Results
Claims cost savings 
of $300,000+

Overview

Case Study 

“Strong employer workers 
compensation advocacy 
with proven claim cost 
reductions and e�ective 
accommodation strategies.”

Workers Compensation

Prompt, cost-e�cient claims 
solutions to bring injured 
or ill employees back to work.

• WCB claims and Appeals 
Management

• Ensuring faster, safer 
return-to-work

• Employer Advocacy services

The challenge
A Crawford Workers' Compensation Consultant was assigned a claim 
for one of Crawford’s construction clients which was reported as a 
‘chance event’ arm injury for one of their employees. The claim started 
o� as a straightforward healthcare modified claim but quickly became 
a complicated one that saw exhausting e�orts put forth in performing 
investigations, appeals and advocating for our employer client’s rights.

The consultant put together a Return-to-Work (RTW) Plan that 
was suitable and viable for the client, employee and the Workers’ 
Compensation Board (WCB). Unfortunately, the employee began 
breaching his RTW Plan duties and work hours. Lost time, and loss 
of earning benefits, were incurred as a result.

The employee submitted a Doctor’s note and Functional Form listing 
the need for extended time o� due to mental stress and harassment by 
his Supervisor (our client). The consultant  felt the timing was suspicious 
as it occurred during the busy Christmas season.

With the support of the client, an aggressive stance with the WCB was 
pursued using outside expert resources to challenge the new medical 
condition as not being work-related and to limit entitlement to lost time.

The Crawford medical review team completed a review which noted 
inconsistencies. A social media investigation was also completed 
showing a very active lifestyle and possible concurrent employment. 
Surveillance was then approved by the employer. The results confirmed 
a second job and potential time theft from his primary job with the client. 
The consultant shared all of these results as part of their challenge 
to the WCB.

Ultimately, Crawford's Workers’ Compensation Consultant was able to 
convince the WCB to limit entitlement to her arm injury, but also mental 
stress entitlement was denied. The calculated claims costs savings to 
the employer client far exceeded $300,000 based on current and 
long-term claim costs.

The solution

The results
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